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Cat-a-log .

1111•1
11
.
.
Belli cancels speech

1

Recitals dot calendar

by Candy Bonham
Some of the new equipment
Cat-a-log editor
includes a 13x29 wide
8tudents will hear two recitals cinarnascope screen, drapes and
at Hertz this week.
sound curtains, six overhead
Tonight, at 8:30, Senior speakers, 300 padded folded
Steven Floyd will be assisted by chairs with armrests, and a new
Janet Sailor and Gerald projection booth.
Crofford, pianists. The four-part
program includes selections from WINTER MEXICANS
Handel, Strauss, and others.
All students who participated
Sophmore Bruce Beckwith, in the Winter Quarter Mexico
alto sax player, and junior Bruce program are urged to check with
Pirret, clarinet oboe player, will the office of International
participate in a joint recital. Studies for any mail that might
They will be assisted by Peter have been forwarded from
Martinez on piano.
Mexico. The office is located in
Their program starts at 8:15 Peterson Hall and the phone
p.m. tomorrow.
· number is 963-1501.
ASCMOVIES
The ASC movies have been
relocated because of conflicts TESTS
Teacher education speech and
with McConnell and Hertz
Auditoriums.
hearing screening tests will be
Gerry Hover's Recreation and given in Edison 201B from 9
Social Activities .office reported a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through
that $6995 ,has been spent Friday during the weeks of April
preparing the small SUB 10, May 15 and 22.
ballroom for showing movies.
These tests must be taken

What They're Saying About
lhe Advent Loudspeaker
We can't recall having
heard another speaker
in its price class that
can match it . . . · ELEC·
TRONICS WORLD

One could say that a twice
the price the Advent speaker would-be a good value,
but at $120 it is a bargain.
AUDIO

ADVE\T
The lows, . . . remained strong and clean all the
way down to 20 Hz with very low distortion ...
Without a doubt, the Advent is one of the
smoothes~ and widest-range speaker systems
we have had the pleasure of testing ... STEREO
REVIEW

If your listening room and/or budget are of
more modest proportions, the smaller Advent
Loudspeaker ($72.50) was made for you! Capable of the same soaring highs and lows as the
Advent Loudspeaker, it simply does not play
quite as loudly. The music is still present in
its entirety-THAT'S the amazing thing.

before candidates can student
teach.

Melvin Belli, the defense attorney who is famous for his defense of
Jack Ruby, Had to cancel his speaking engagement scheduled for
tomorrow night.

FRIED BREAD
As part of Indian Awareness
Week, the Native American Club
is sponsoring a fried bread sale.
The sale started yeaterday and
will continue until Saturday.
The bread will be sold in the
SUB Pit from 2:30-6 p.m.

Dan O'Leary, ASC executive vice-president, said that Belli
cancelled because he has been getting serious headaches which have
left him temporarily blind at times.
O'Leary said that Belli is now undergoing extensive examination in
a New York clinic.

SPEAKER
Dennis Leonard, executive
secretary of Human Rights
Commission in Salem, Ore., will
be in the SUB Pit tomorrow
from 11 to 1 p.m. to talk about
the Indian people. Films will be
shown.
DRAFT COUNSELING
Draft and military counseling
will be given at YVC Monday
through Thursdays. For further
information, contact the
Student Rights Commission.

Belli was to cost the ASC $1250 and according to O'Leary, an
alternate speaker of the same caliber is being scheduled. He declined
to reveal any of the specifics, however, pending further ratification.
A graduate of the University of California at Berkeley, Belli
opened his first law office in San Francisco and took on the defense
of numerous capital prisoners on San Quentin's "Death Row."
Author of several books, Belli has often benn described as
flamboyant for his sometimes theatrical and unorthodox courtroom
tactics.

Special tax levy today
All eligible Ellensburg voters are urged to vote today on the special
tax levy for Ellensburg School District.
The $pecial levy of approximately seven mills would raise
$458,458, if passed, for maintenance and operation costs for the
school district. The approval of this levy has been termed essential
for operation of the community's public schools.
Ballots must be cast by 107 4 voters to validate the election. Of
these, 60 per cent must favor the issue for approval.

INDIAN FILMS
Several Native American films
will be shown tomorrow night
from 7-10 p.m. in the small SUB
ballroom. Everyone is invited.
KARATE
Central's Karate Club meets
both Tuesday and Thursday
nights from 7 to 10. The
meetings are in the Hebeler gym.r
SQUARE DANCE
Those interested in learning to
square dance; are invited to a
class being held in the large SUB
ballroom on Thursday nights
from 8to10.
BAHA'I

Polling stations will be open at Washington and Lincoln Schools
until 8 tonight.

film series continues
The second in a series of films and discussion sessions about penal
problems and reform possibilities will be held Thursday at 7: 30 p.m.
at the Center for Campus Ministry.
·
The film, "The Price of a Life," emphasizes probation as a tool in
the correction process. The film will be followed with a discussion
led by Mike Deegan, a graduate student here in counseling
psychology. He is also on the Corrections Technical Advisory
Committee of the State Office of Law and Justice.
The third, and final, film will be "The Revolving Door." It is
scheduled to be shown April 20.
Anyone interested may attend any of the films. The Center for
Campus Ministry is located at the corner of 11th and Alder Streets.

Prof. Thomas L. Barton, of Washington State University, will
speak on new developments in English education aL7:30 tonight, in
the faculty lounge of the Language and Literature Building.

"The most splendid fruit on
Professor Barton works with several professional organizations,
the tree of Knowledge is this
exalted Word: Ye are all fruits of . including the National Council of Teachers of English. He has
one tree and leaves of one participated in state and national work in English, language arts,
branch" - Baha'u'llah. Baha'i reading and education.
His publications include works on English programs in the junior
information-925-1970.
college, on developing curricula in English and on ends and issues in
the teaching of English. He recently was elected chairman for the
Conference on English Education, a two-year position beginning at
the St. Louis convention this month.
Sponsored by the Department of English, this program is free to
all interested persons.

HEAR BOTH ADVENTS-NOW-

WE REPAIR VW's

a t STEREOCRAFT

COUPON
COUPON WORTH 11.ON ANY
RECORD OR PRE-RECORDED TAPE
At

STEREOCRAn

·.~
Make s0111eone
happy tonight
call long distance
costs so little
means so much.

E.RE.0 1;8At=T
408

El.Ctronics For Entertainment? '.STEREOCRAFT J1a1 .i t all·

2nd and Main -- 925-2055

The purpose of this document is to set forth the College's policy and
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practices for the development, maintenance and use of the official
student records which are employed throughout the various
administrative units and components of the college.
Higher education today is concerned with the full development of
the student and his potentialities. It is realized that individuals differ
in ability, background, interests, social maturity, emotional maturity
and goals. To plan educational opportunities to meet the needs of
individual students and to counsel effectively with them, the college
must accumulate· data and information to enable faculty and
An open hearing to present a
The hearing, set for 3 p.m. students and faculty members of
administrators to understand the individual student better and give new student-record policy was
the proposed change.
~onday in the SUB Cafeteria, is
more effective educational and counseling assistance.
announced by the Comission of
As the policy stands now, any
designed to get "feedback" from
.As the student body of Central grows and changes and as the Student Rights.
outside source may obtain
complexity of the college increases, it is important that the
and petition appropriate institutional regulations for additions or information from student
effectiveness of various student personnel programs and practices be
deletions to the record where the accuracy of the information is in records although students are
evaluated periodically. Considering this changing nature of the
denied the same privileges.
question,
except in the fallowing instances:
college and the scope and number of requests from external agencies
Student records co.ntain
for information about students, the college has decided to issue
A.Medical and psychological reports
academic,
disciplinary,
these guidlines for the utilization of student information and data.
B.Letters of recommendation or evaluations that have been
counseling, health and financial
submitted
under
specific
conditions
or
confidentiality.
I. Definitions and Locations
data.
A. Student records and information of a confidential nature VL Availability of Student Records for Research Purposes
A. The need for educational institutions to make available
The proposed change would
include academic, disciplinary, personal, placement, counseling,
information about the student for research purposes shall be deny access to a student's
health and financial data. These types of permanant and/or
awknowledged and provided for, contingent upon the records by any outside source
temporary data are generally, but not exclusively, found in the
institutions having adequate provisions to conceal the identity without his written permission.
following offices:
of the student whose personal data or information is being Exceptions would be in the case
1. Office of the Registrar
'
of a subpoena, in which a
included in the research.
2. Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities
B.If the regulations protecting confidentiality would seem to be reasonable effort to contact him
3. Financial Aids Office
jeopardized in any way during · the research, institutional 24 hours prior to release of the
4. Placement Office
regulations shall obtain the written consent of the student prior document. .
5. Counseling and Testing Center
to
releasing
the
infor~ation
about
him.
6. Student Health Center
The new policy also allows for
VII. Confidential personal data shall be made available only to disposal of a student's records
7. Graduate Office
8. Office of Information
college personnel who require them to fulfill their official and after a minimum period of time
9. Academic Advisement Office
professional responsibilities. This data may not be released to any to fulfill official functions.
10.Alumni Office
other person or agency, including the college personnel not
If approved by the Board of
11. Accounting Office
employed in the college·subdivision which has custody of the data, Trustees, the policy change will
without the student's written consent.
12. Department of Faculty Offices
give students the right to review
VIII. The indtvudual's record · shall be maintained only for the any information contained in
13.ASC
minimum period of time required to serve the basic official files except medical and
14. Office of Admissions
functions of the office which generates and maintains it and in psychological reports and letters
B.Student information of a non-confidential nature shall consist of
accordance with state law. Disposal of student records shall be in a of recommendation or
the following:
manner such as to protect their confidentiality. Each office shall evaluations that have been
1.Name
make a public statement of it's disposal policy.
submitted confidentially.
2. Other information for which the student has given his written
consent.
· II.No record, even though it is to be held in confidence, may be
made in relation to any of the following matters except with
written consent of the student:
A. Race
B.Religion
C.Political or social views, and personal values
D.Membership in any organization. other than honorary and
professional organization directly related to the educational
process.
III. Each of the principal record-keeping administrative units will
develop its own procedures in accord with the general policy as
·
stated ·here.
00
IV. Restrictions of Release of Confidential Records:
From
A. No confidential student records shall be released withou.t the
express written consent of the student except as referred to in
paragraph VIL
·
B.A valid judicial or legislative subpoena of information about a
student will be answered upon prior approval of. the Attorney
0
General's.Office in each case. The office being subpoened will be
From
required to .make reasonable effort to notify the student of the
subpoena prior to/or within 24 hours of releasing the
.
I
information.
· C.Information obtained during professional medical and
psychological treatment or counseling will be released by the
·
professional only in accordance with the ethics of his profession.
V. The student shall have the right to review with appropriate
4th & Main-962-2312
institutional personnel any information contained in his records . . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . }

Records policy proposal
needs student feedback

New shipment of New Style
Stravv and Felt Hats

Straws by Resistol & Bailey

SS

Felts by Resistol

$15°

M.IL·Ls SADDLE . N To ·GS
Complete Western Outfl·t ters

WOULD YOU BELIEVE• • •
The Party Pizza
CHEESE

,,

$695

COMBO

sags

WORKS

sggs

1 MEAT

SHRMP

sa45

CANADIAN BACON & PINEAPPLE

PIZZA MIA-

sass
925-1111
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Cut athletics?
Athletics is a difficult point of conversation when it comes to the
cutting of budgets. The Committee on Joint Student Fees is finding
this especially true as they deliberate over cutting the Central
athletic budget request by some $13,000.
We have no answers, but we think the students should voice an
opinion and show some concern. We' encourage all interested
students to attend the open hearing of the Joint Student _Fees
Committee Friday at 1 p.m. in the small SUB ballroom.
At the last meeting, committee members heard coaches and
Central athletes extoll the virtures of athletics at Central. We heard
some very convincing arguments pro, but none con.
We are a college of outstanding athletic teams, of great-not
good-coaches. The question of funding the athletic department,
with more than 50 per cent of the total Joint Student Fees budget,
is very serious indeed.
Students will have a platform on Friday to voice their feelings.
Far be it from us to criticize the Central athletic program.
Nicholson Pavilion and everyone in it is a mystery yet to be solved.
Only those directly involved in the athletic program know what
would happen if the proposed cut should ever become reality. We
don't think it will--not because we think they ought to be funded or
that they will--but because somehow, someone will pull the money
out of a hat and all of the wounds will heal in a hurry.
We think it is ignorance that one participant in the audience last
week recommended the elimination of an Academic Advisement
Center, thus allowing athletics additional funds. Students need
academic advisement and don't let anyone tell you any different.
The committee has one huge job in deciding who gets the bucks
and who does not. We think they've done a good job thus far in
handling the delicate negotiations. We hope they keep it up.
Another participant in last weeks' meeting maintained. that the
committee didn't know what it's doing and that it is a poor job that
has been done so far. Obviously, this participant has no knowledge
of what actually goes into the making of a proposed budget. We
think the committee has handled it with maturity and responsibility.

ONE

~

~HffiPUlrier
Editor ·
Managing Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Copy Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Advertising Manager
Adviser
-

?ete Delaunay
Elliott Grieve
Sandi Dolbee
Becki Holland
Mary Lancaster
Roger Underwood
Gary Stewart
·
Dave Walker
David Evans

Editor's focus

Easter sunrise is good time to go .floating
by Pete Delaunay
editor in chief
It was the Friday before Easter, and Don
Wise and I talked in his SUB Office as the
afternoon began to dwindle into evening. We
often have these informal meetings to discuss
the weather and/ or anything that we happen to
think of at the time. We discussed my zero plan
for Easter in Ellensburg and his annual Easter
morning sunrise float down the Yakima River.
Most of the conversation seemed to focus on
the sunrise float. I have few reservations about
floating down the river, but I'm very cautious
to accept any invitations that require my
presence before sunrise. I'm just not the early
morning type and am very undependable at
that hour.
Save for my six-month hitch with the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer (delivering--not writing), my
~rly mo ming engagements have been few and
far between.
The burden of early morning torture is
difficult to bear alone. Therefore, a sunrise
invitation was extended by me to one of my
three roomates and another to a very good
friend. Both hesitated to accept, but persuasion
is my vice and both agreed.
We were to meet at Don Wise's home at 5
a.m. Needless to say, it was difficult for me at
best and worse for my personally-invited
buddies.
It was crisp and kind of dark, but we three
groggy figur~ managed to find my car and we
made it on time. In fact, we were a little
early ... I was as surprised as everyone else.
The roster of additional floaters began to
arrive, and an impressive lot it was: Wendell Hill
(director of Auxiliary Services), Denny an4

Jimmy Hamilton, Mike McLeod, Gary Ristine,
Dan O'Leary (my good friend), Mike Reardon
(my roomate), Don Wise, Pat O'Hara, and me.
We called ourselves: "The Magnificent Ten".
And I sincerely felt magnificent--just for being
up and around.
Most ·everyone brought something to drink or
eat while floating. Everyone but me and my
invited guests; I feel terrible about it now, but
was too tired to care then.
The float was not designed to be a drunk, it
was planned for enjoyment and beauty. Both of
which were fulfilled beyond any of our
expectations.
I'm not that familiar with the names given to
the various launching and landing spots along
the river-floating route, but I can say that we
drove about eight or nine miles up the road
from Rotary Park before we stopped to unload
the rafts and p~ple and begin our journey
down the Yakima.
I had just . settled my body down into the
raft, when Gary Ristine pushed our craft out
into the swift current.
Our floating pace was· quite good,
unfortunately my pace at that time was not. ·
The river was a darker shade of green than I had ·
ever remembered and the morning silence
helped to amplify the sound of rushing water.
Suddenly I heard the sound of air hissing and
I envisioned myself in that cold, cold water
wishing I was back in bed. The cardinal rule in
any emergency is not to panic--I panicked. As
my excitement rose, -our river captain informed
me that the sound of air leaking from the raft
and rocks moving on the river bottom sound
about the same. I was hearing the rocks on the
botto~
·
I felt like a fool.

We cracked the wine bottles and began to
drink. It was good wine, not pop wine. I guess
we needed something of better quality for the
occassion.
·
The sun peaked over a mountain and the
soundtrack from "A Space Odyssey" echoed in
my ears. It was bright and bold and the
surrounding cliffs began to turn a golden
yellow. It was a welcome sight and an
appropriate one for an Easter morning.
It was Nature and it was breath-taking. There ..
is no more I can say about it; you really had to
be there.
We sipped our wines and eQ.joyed the view.
The float ended just above Rotary on the
river. Mike McLeod built a small, but welcome,
fire and we all huddled around it as Don Wise
read aloud the following poem:
When I'm not wishing I could find a unicorn,
I wish all my old friends knew each other.
The very least they deserve
Is the pleasure of each other's company.
We'd go down by the river
And the rocks would hum
With this rich collection of men and women.
They would look around and see themselves
No longer isolated;
No longer points in the darkness
·
Pointing no where.
But as links in a mainificent chain of impossible flowers
Girdling the ·work, and their talk
(They are all talkers)
Would burst like spray in the sunlight.
And I would smile, saying nothing, with a bottle
of beer in my hand
And a small white bird banging in my
Heart.
Everyone should float the Yakima River on
Easter morning.

l

Letters to Crier

I

IPAC .personnel criticized

To the editor:
I feel that I must respond on
behalf of the ASC to Ken
Harsha's letter, in which . he
defended IPAC. The ASC has no
bones to pick with IPAC as an
organization, because it looks
great--on paper!
The bones we have to pick are
with the personnel that make up
the organization. It was my
impression that this was the
general theme of the article that
has obviously raised your
objection.
Prior to the beginning of last
quarter, Mark Henning, in the

· name of IPAC, was in
accordance with a 13-point
proposal he and (former ASC
President) Tom Dudley
prepared.
At this time, Jerry Joplin
became the new PAC chairman.
He obviously . needed some
direction, but Henning gave him
little, if any at all.
The total relationship between
PAC and IPAC was never fully
explained to Joplin (this, I might
add, was a statewide problem).
At best, only four of the 13
points were fulfilled, and this is
why the ASC Legislature funded
IPAC only $96.

If IPAC had lived up to its end

of the agreement, they would
have received the full $387 .50.
I must say that Henning is not
solely to blame; others are at
fault as well.
I sincerely hope that the May
meeting of the Washington
Council of Student Body
Presidents can resolve this
problem.
Sincerely,
Dan O'Leary
ASC Executive
· Vice President

Price of life
Film Dealing With Problem:. of Probation

Film Sponsored

by
Center for Campus Ministry
THURSDAY, APRIL 13 -- 11th & Alder

SERVICE WITH A
PRETTY SMILE
We now have girls pumping gas parttime. 2c discount on full service pumps.
Self Service pump-~ou still get all the
advantages of full service. Free lube
with oil & filter change.

first issue bom

Spin on oil filters- ·

This is it . . . the first Tuesday issue of the Campus Crier ever in
the history of good ole Central. ·
A lot of hard work and courage, or maybe stupidity, perpetuated
this first step. What are we going to do with these extra pages and extra issues? Is
there really that much going on at Central, or Ellensburg, for that
matter? Well, we are dedicated to the fact that there is more to life
than Barge Hall or the SUB and we hope to convey that dedication
to you this quarter.
With some friendly assistance from the Associated Press, the
syndicated College Ne.ws Service and just some good in-depth
take-offs on the world around us, we hope to make this paper a little
more interesting and a lot more varied.
Have no fear, by this we do not mean we are going to become
another Daily Record, just a cross between Life, Time, Newsweek
and maybe a little Cosmopolitan or Playboy.
At any rate, the result will be an original Crier . . . the same
novelty that brought you breastfeeding and ice cream cones in the
same year.
With this new Tuesday Crier there will be a bit of a different
approach and more freedom, which combined with integrity'
intelligence and responsibility, just may turn you on to more than
just the new psych building.
Correct us if we are wrong.

Sa~e,
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Sl 49
over cost,

All new tires-

including mounting and
balancing.
Recaps- .

$1098

includes

111ounting and balancing

BILL'S 66

8th & Pearl. ·

but separate

by Jim Castilla
Amerind newspaper editor

You have told us that we are brothers and friends; you say you want
to help us; you want to take us into your bosom and give us warmth.
Why is it we must bow to you? Why is it we must change for you? If
the Great Spirit wanted us to be white men and live like white
·people, he would have given us the same values, color, and religion.
But he made us to be Indians, not whites. If you believe that you are
better than us, then you are living on dreams that are untrue.
/

We are the same; we were created the same. I am tired of being
told_that I am lazy and dumb. I{ you were to leave your house of
metal and bricks and enter my house of wood, streams and
mountains, you would be like a child learning how to walk. And if I
were to do the same, I, too would be like a child. So couldn't it be
said that we are the same?
Do not turn away angry, for I do not turn away angry. You are what
you are and I am what I am.
I do not wish to be selfish, so I live according to my standards. I do
not ask you to live the way I live; I do not wish to live your way.
But you are selfish; you have made me a suit like yours and still you
tell me that we are friends..
Leave me alone, selfish one; go back to your people.

THE STH QUARTER

GALLONs-s1 50
(TO GO)

POOL! •I

PATCHED
SUEDE
SHOEJEANS
Get it all patched up
... in Patched Suede.
It's the colorful
thing to do.
Comfortable, too,
on soles with
crepe bou nee.
Put your foot
down for color.

Tru..auns®

· s139s

THE SATURDAY SHOE

MUNDY'S

SHOE
STORE

4th & P.SI .
Open late Fri. Evenings
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Expressions vary
while athletes defend
their budget request

Edward Harrington, vice-president for academic affairs, studies the budget.

George Macinko, geography professor, emphasizes the merits of the
athletic program.

Vicki Boyett and Don Wise smile during one of the few light moments during the meeting.
Dan O'Leary, ASC executive vice president, and Derek Sandison,
swimmer, comment to each other during the proceedings.

Photos by Bates and Cottrell

Motion Vttould cut athletics $13,000

Tuesday, April
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Athletes protest committee motion
by Pete Delaunay
editor in chief
Some 30 Central athletes and
faculty members appeared in
SUB 210 · Friday protesting a
Joint Student Fees motion that
could cut the Central athletic
budget by $13,000.
Last week ASC President
Steve Harrison and ASC·
Executive Vice President Dan
O'Leary suggested that a season
pass be sold to students to make
up for the revenue lost if the
proposed cut were passed (see
Crier April 7).
Dr. Edward Harrington, vice
president of Academic Affairs,
commented that the selling of a
season · pass did not seem
feasible. "I don't think the
selling of this season paii.5 is
workable," he said after having
discussed the proposal with
those involved in the athletic
program here.
Dr. Harrington clarified the
Joint Student Fees Committee
function for those attending the
meeting. "All of the budget
recommendations · made by this
committee," he said, "will have
to be approved by the Board of
Trustees before any action is
taken."
Athletics is publicity
Geography Professor George
Ma cinko told committee
members the athletic program is
the best publicity the college
ever gets. "We (Central) do not
have the long tradition that
other schools have," he said,
"but the athletic teams do.
You 're not only cutting men's
athletics, you 're cutting the
heart out of this school." Dr.
Don Wise, associate dean of
Students said, "If the college
agrees with you (Macinko), then
why do we have to decide
wheth~r to fund such a program.
This committee has to ensure
that music, drama, etc. gets a
. share of this student fees budget
also."
·
"I'm convinced that the cut
will not only hurt the athletes, "
Dr. Macinko said, "but the
school as well."
"The college cannot
financially support any programs

Loans are
available
Applications for summer
National Defense Loans are
available in the Office of
Financial Aid (OFA), Barge 209.
According to John Liboky,
director of Financial Aid, the
application forms for a summer
National Defense Loan must be
completed and returned to the
OFA by Friday, April 21.
Notification of summer National
Defense Loans will be made by
May 12.
Financial Aid applications for
the 1972-73 school year are still
available. Even t~ough the
deadline dates have passed, the
OFA will continue accepting
applications and awards of aid
will be made as funds allow.

·11LK .
FRESH GRADE A
44 cents ~ gallon
Homo-past ~Gal. 48c
Open 3-6:30 Dally

NANUM VUE DAI.RY
'Kittitas Highway .~1t

that are cut," said Dr.
Harrington, "We're scratching
for dollars as it is."
Everett
Irish, associate
professor of physical education,
told committee members. that
any such cut in the athletic
budget would mean the
elimination of the minor sports,
or one varsity sport, probably
the most expensive
one-football.
"You will decide what the
future students attending this
college are going to have for an
athletic program," he said. "If
one of these pr,ograms is cut it
will not be back next year."
Derek Sandison, Central
athlete, said that 450 students
were involved in the athletic
program. And, he contends, that
4000 spectators are also
involved.
Another Central athlete said
that the selling of a season ticket
would be an attempt to put
Central on .the same level as the
University of Washington. "We
are not any big time school," he
said, "and we can't do that!"
Other programs
Mike McLeod, Central
student, said that the committee
should fund the other areas as
well as athletics. "The other
programs should be funded so
other students can get involved,"
he said. "We nave to involve the
total student body and not jus.t a
part of it."
Dr. Milo Smith, acting

chairman of the art department, should get the money that men's
voiced his concern over the long . athletics ought to get," he said.
range effects of cutting back the "If you 're really interested in
Central athletic program. funding two new programs
"Students hear about Central (Ethnic Studies and Academic
through the free advertising Advisement), take a little out of
attained through the athletic each of the previously budgeted
department," he said. "This is a programs and not just from
total program, aimed not only at athletics."
the football player or basketball
"I think you have a big job to
player-it is for the fans!"
do," Poffenroth said, "and I
Dr ·. Smith then asked don't think you're going about it
.
committee members why certain right!"
questionable ASC expenditures
Defending. themselves
were not listed. He mentioned
,Dean
Nicholson, head
the "Salad Days" controversy of
three years ago, the ASC basketball coach and PE
sponsored trip to San Francisco instructor; said the athletic
(1968) and other "irresponsible" department has no argument
with any of the programs listed,
ASC expenditures.
Dr. Wise responded, maintaining that they (the
mentioning the three or four athletic department) were just
screening . pro-cesses that the defending themselves.
"MIA is a good program,"
student government established
"for .their own protection. The Nicholson said, "but you're
students in the ASC asked for proposing to cut .the heart out of
those barriers to ensure that varsity athletics and MIA will
nothing like that happens suffer for it."
"If . the students on · this
again," he said.
_
Steve Harrison then asked the campus do not support
gathering if they wanted Central athletics," the coach ·said, "then
to be thought of just as an I have been living in a dream
"athletic college." "We not only world for a long time."
Head Football Coach and PE
have to consider the athletic
·teams," he said, "but we must instructor Tom Parry said that
think in terms of all of the teams the people on the beard (Joint
as a whole (i.e. debate)."
Student Fees) were influenced
Physical Education Chairman by their personal beliefs. "The
Abe Poffenroth called the people on this board seem to be
cutting of athletics and funding saying that students no longer
of MIA (Men's Intramurals) ·a support athletics. I think we
"butcher job."
have an obligation to the
"It is not equitable that MIA students here and I think this

looks like some kind of hatchet
job."
Academic Advisement
Dr. Daryl Basler, education
professor, voiced a concern for
the need of some kind of
academic advisement center on
the campus. "The academic
advisement of student,'.' he said,
"should be left to the faculty."
·" I've been trying to graduate
for five days through that
registrar's officet. countered one
student, ·"and my whole
problem revolved around faulty
faculty advisement as a
freshman. The Academic
Advisement Center is essential to
new students so they need not
go through the same hassle I'm
going through."
Committee members discussed
the matter of time. One member
said that representatives from
the various programs should be
permitted to defend themselves.
Dale Widner, Joint Student
Fees Accountant, said that this
argument should have been
presented months ago. "We
started this in January," he
said," and all of those areas
knew it. It would appear that we
should not delay. We've heard
from everyone and I think the
time to act is now."
·The motion was retabled until
yesterday, when the committee
met in executive session to
discuss the matter. A public ·
hearing is slated for Friday in
the small SUB ballroom at 1
p.m.

PIZZA NOW! •I

SUB CAFETERIA
We're Ready and Here's Our Pizza Menu
8"

12"

8"

12"

COMBINATION .......... 90- s1 t5
HAM OR BACON &PINE. . . 85• $1'5

CHEESE _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . &5• 85•
CHEESE AND BEEF ...... 75• 95•
PEPPRONI ............. 75• 95•
ITALIAN SAUSAGE ...... 80- $1'0
CANADIAN -IACON ...... 80- $1'1
PEPPERONI AND SAUSAGE .85• $1'5
SHRIMP AND PINEAPPLE 85• $1'5
PIZZA SCHNITZEL . . . ..... 49•
PIZZAND-20- EACH-5 For 90EACH

Now delicious pi.z.zas m·a de to order while you wait~or call in your order
and we'll have ready for you when you come to pick. it up. Just call 9633451 and tell us when you want it.

Pizza Service Starts Th·u rsday, April 13th 3-9 .pm
Oure Mexican Food Section will also open:
Featuring deliciQus Mexican dishes . •.
Tacos 25• each --5 or s1 00
Burritos--254 each .
EnchiladasOur own Homemade Chili
TamalesChili Dogs and Chili _
Refried BeansBurgers
\
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Consumer ·Analysis

Ride sturdy bike in plovved field
by Karen Sybouts
staff writer

beneficial exercise than any ·
other bike. It most certainly
strengthens your · arms. Eveni
though pedaling is easier, it
makes it so that you can ride for
a longer time and afterwards you
aren't as fatigued.
The low position of the bars
and the shortness of the stem on
these bikes keep you bent over
so you don:'t destroy your
sitzplatz. Riding upright has a
tendency of doing this.
If you don't know what a
sitzplatz is, try riding upright for
over three hours and you'll find
out.
This low position also
increases your pedaling power
and decreases your wind
resistance.
Remember to be decent to
bike dealers if you want them to
be decent to you.
Don't expect your new bike to

Before you buy a bicycle, first
decide how you plan to use it.
If you plan to use it to ride
over plowed fields, in the
basement or to the corner store,
get a sturdy, coaster brake model
(a balloon bomber) ranging from:
$10-$15.
On leisurely, shopping jaunts,
weekend trips or commuting
short distances, a 3-speed bike
would be sufficent.
Small-wheeled bikes provide a
comfortable ride with
maneuverability. These bikes
range from $50-$80.
The current trend, however, is
the 10-speed bike because of its
versatility. It may be ridden
almost any where at any speed
the rider desires.
Perhaps, it also provides more

be absolutely perfect. If you
have trouble, ask the dealer to
help you. Some of the problems
you_ have may be due to your
newness to it.
Maybe your only problem is
something on your bike that
needs to be loosened,
straightened, tightened or
adjusted.
Two most important points in
buying a bike are to make sure
the bike "fits" the customer and
that the frame is of good
quality.
To check how the bike fits, sit
on the seat with foot extended
and heel · straight down on the

pedai. You should be able to
If you want to get an unusual
straddle with ease when not or very elegant machine, you
sitting on the seat.
should consider the difficulty
The frame is the single most you might have in getting
significant part in determining replacement parts.
the quality of a bike, also the
When you have decided what
hardest to repair.
type
of bike you want, shop
Is it made out of good tubing?
around and see as many brands
The best is double-butted as possible. Remember, as you
tubing, which is thin, springy compare bikes, that the frame is
and light in the middle, and the most significant part.
thicker and stronger in the ends
If you buy a bike with a good
where the stress is.
To determine , good or bad frame, you can make equipment
tubing, pick up the bilce. If it changes yourself without
"weighs a ton," the tubes spending a lot of money. But if
usually are thick to make up for you buy a bike with a heavy,
weak frame you're stuck with it.
their weakness.

Enioy hostel hopping around world
lfosteling is one of the fastest world in a very cheap and
growing means of seeing the unique way, according to the
. travel offices around the area.
Hostels are nothing more than
schools, camps, churches, private
homes, deserted castles, villas or
whatever, where travelers can
settle for the night.
The idea of hosteling itself is
unique world travel, using low
cost hostels, camps, lodges, etc.
It can be either a weekend
outing or a long vacation trip.
It's co-educational and · centers
on traveling off-the-beaten-track.
Hostel groups travel around
the countryside by bicycles,
canoes, horseback and many
other .cheap means of
transportation.
The basic equipment needed
for hostels includes an American
Youth Hostel membership card,
maps, bicycles, boots, and eating
utensils.
The basic rule of thumb, they
say, is,"He hostels best who
hostels lightest."
A person can travel the hostel
style for as little as $3.50 a day
for food and lodging, according
to the latest figures supplied by
American Youth Hostels,
Inc.(AYH).
According to AYH, hosteling
is usually done in groups and is
affiliated with councils formed
by schools and community
organizations. A YH is a

ourSeasons
RECREATIONAL CENTER
·soo w.

\

&th

TIGER-MANIA
CONTINUES

1 0-SPEED PRICES

s99ss ro s19500
WORTH

s5oo·

non-profit, non-sectarian
corporation.
The AYH also sponsors trips
in America and abroad. Trips
planned by the AYH National
Headquarters range between
three and seven weeks in
Mexico, the U.S., and Canada.
Other headquarters' trips,
including Europe, Israel and
Japan, last from four to eight
weeks.
Anyone interested in hosteling ·
trips can contact Mike Leydon
in the Student Travel
Information Center in the ASC
office for further details.

BIKE

SAfElY
WEEK
APRIL 17•25

toward the purchase of,

ANY 3, 5,
or 10-SPEED BIKE
GOod

thru Friday, Apri I 11 - 14, 1972

6iiiWc~a~~~h2
_ :f~a~l~u;e ~ ;~~~t_ ~· -~-~-,;!~'
We repair all makes & models1
of bicycles at low, ow prices.

1 YEAR GUARANTEE
90-DJYS
FREE
SERVICE'
on all

SWANEY &CROUTER

new
bikes

NOW PLAYING
T.-Sat. 8:30-1 :30;.
Sun."6:30· 1 ·1 :30

Good selection of

BACK PA.CKS
& RUCKSACKS

"Put a Tank
On Your Tiger''

~~
Elle~burg

'South Interchange
_ _ _ _ _1_700 Can~n Road • ~-'--.....-=.""==-------- ~---

1,i-
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Bicyclists, safety problems increase
Local police novv issue
citations to bike riders
Mark Groszhans
staff writer

how to educate the motoring
public to become more aware of
bicycle riders.
The tremendous rise in the use
Director of Campus Security
of bicycles in the past few years
Don Redlinger said there
has created safety problems in definitely is a problem of bicycle
Ellensburg and on campus.
safety on campus. Redlinger
Ellensburg Police Chief John suggested that the bicycle riders
Larsen said that the police slow down a little so they will
department is attempting to have better control in pedestrian
make bicycle riding safer in the traffic.
city.
There are several dangerous
Chief Larsen said, "This is the ·
first year the department is areas where accidents occur on
issuing traffic citations and campus. The worst area for
warning tickets to bicycle riders bicycle-pedestrian mishaps,
who are in violation of the law." Redlinger said, seems to be at
It is too early to tell, he said, the .southeast corner of
what the effects of this policy Stephens- Whitney.
"The bicycle riders come over
will be.
"Bicycles are subject to the the bridge and into a blind
same rules as motor vehicles," corner and, unless care is
Larsen said, "and apply to any practiced, accidents occur.

Ellensburg police have been tightening up on
the bike laws recently. These two Central
students got nabbed Sunday night for not

having headlights on their bikes. (photo by
Riber)

Now At BEEFEATERS
bicycle ridden on a public
roadway or path set aside solely
for bicycles."
Chief Larsen said that the
posted bicycle routes in
Ellensburg are not set up
specifically as a safety measure.
They are the less conjested
streets of the city, he said, but in
no way do bicycles have special
privileges on these streets.
Larsen questions whether the
motoring public is ready for the
great influx of bicycle traffic
over the past few years.
"The public will have to go
through a reindoctrination
period before bicycle riding will
become safer," Larsen said. He
has no solution, however, on

The

Bodacious

Redlinger had no solutions to
the problem of bicycle safety
but two suggestions were
submitted by Ron Hales' Safety
Engineering class this winter:
A bicycle path could be
painted on the sidewalks, he
said, and pedestrians would not
be allowed on this path.
The other plan would restrict
bicycle traffic to specific areas
. on campus. Bicycles would be
allowed on some paths on
campus and not on others.
Bicycle safety is a growing
problem, Redlinger said, and any
student suggestions for solutions
should be submitted to Jack
Spithill, head of the Campus
Traffic Committee.

TACOS!

Refried beans, taco meat with sauce,
cheese, lettuce,-tomato, sour crea~.

MAMA MIA THIS IS SOME SPICY TACO!

BYKE SHOP

Specializes In Repairs
(All Makes)

Almost a complete line of parts and accessories
Astra-from France
Rollfast-from France
Momdia (racing)-from France on
Special Order

s39500.

AND UP

Companiea (touring)-from Japan on
Special Order

THE BYKE SHOP

s11900

AND UP

315 N. Main

925-4050

.
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Bicycling began in,Germany
more than a century ago

B_eware of flying ten-speeds down the mall during class-change time.
This Poor two-wheeler soon found out the consequences, after a
head-on collision in front of the Language and Literature building.
(photo by Cottrell)

by Pete Delaunay
editor in chief
In 1815 a German Baron
joined two small carriage wheels
in tandem to a wooden spine,
adding a saddle with a back rest
for comfort. He struck his feet
alternately forward, enabling
him to coast along resting his
body on the saddle seat
in between strokes.
Since this early experiment,
bicycling has become one of the
world's most popular modes of
transportation. The latest
10-speed bicycle, however, is a
piece of delicate machinery,
when compared to early cycles.
Before the simple term
"bicycle," the "two wheeler"
was known by a variety of
descriptions derived from the
experience of the rider.
The "boneshaker" recalled
what early riders must have felt
while traveling along bumpy,
stony streets on their unsprung,
uncushioned cycles.
The "penny-farthing" placed
special emphasis on the
difference in size of the front
and rear wheels.
Throughout history, man has·
always tried to cover distance
faster than walking. Cyclists will
say that some crude for of
cycling existed in ancient days.
Early Babylonian and Egyptian
representations, as well as
frescoes excavated at Pompeii
seemed to confirm this opinion.
Baron Braden's early version
of the bicycle comes closest to
the two-wheeled vehicles of
today. In the year 'o f the Baron
Braden's death, a French
coachmaker introduced a bicycle
to England after finding only
moderate success in his home
country.
At first business was slow in

his London shop where he London, founded in 1870, was
taught people how to ride the the first cyclists' club in the
new "pedestrian curricle," which world. The League of American
"Weighed about fifty pounds.
Wheelmen was established ten
Far beyond the financial reach years later.
of most, the new. machine gained
Almost from the beginning of
success with only the wealthiest cycling, people in many
members of London society. countries realized the cycle's
Dandies, as they were called, great potentialities for racing.
took great delight in showing off . Early competitions were very
their new "hobby horse," which informal and consisted of trying ·
led to pedestrians calling it a to cover a distance in record
time. The formation of clubs
"dandy horse."
Further advance in the stimulated the sport.
evolution of the bicycle was
In 1883, H.L. Cortis of the
made through the 1800's with United States set the first
the adaption of rubber tubes to bicycle record in the United
the wooden rims of bicycles, the States by riding continuously for
free wheel and variable-speed 24 hours, covering some 200
gears.
miles at just <?Ver eight mph.
On numerous occa1s1ons,
The types of competition had
enthusiasts of cycling, supported
by medical testime ny, stressed . come into being: the encircling
the bicycle and its many of the arena tracks and road
physiological and psychological races. - The latter seemed to
benefits. Fat people took to the provoke the most trouble, as
cycle to lose weight, and lean frequently pedestrians were
men to increase their appetite. knocked down and seriously
injured, if not killed.
In 1895, a book entitled
Authorities took a strong
Qycling for Health and Pleasure
position against racing.
told people not to ride simply
Established hours, locations and
for pleasure, but because cycling
restrictions were designed to
had proved that it was the onlx
"means of maintaining health. '
prevent the misuse of the new
The Pickwith Bicycle Club of machines.

Problems greet .
bike .riders daily
by Teresa Kade
staff writer
Bicyclers have a problem
everytime they mount their seat
to ride away from all the hussel
of pedestrians and other bikes

DOES ZITIINGS HAVE BIKES?
•
I' LL SAY THEY DO! ! At Big Discount Savings
JUST ARRIVED! ACCESSORIES!
TIRES, TUBES, HEADLIGHTS,
KICK STANDS, SPEEDOMETERS,
PADDED SEATS FOR 10 SPEEDS, HORNS,
PAN CLIPS, LOCKS PEDALS

CHILD CARRIER

AND WHAT AGUARANTEE
Any Defective Part From Factory
Replac,,.d Free To Original Owne¥
For Life Of Bike . Savoy-Royce Union .

1

1

ROYCE
UNION

FOR 1 0 SPEEDS
Fits Most Bikes

20"

$9.95 Value

HIGH
RISE
BIKE

7

1 99

OUR PRICE . .'
Through Tues.
Night 11th ONLY
$6.87

UNDERSLUNG HANDLEBARS, FRONT AND REAR WHEEL
HAND BRAKES . FIRST QUALITY ALL THE WAY AND
GUARANTEED AGAINST DEFECTIVE PARTS FROM MAKER
FOR LIFE OF BIKE TO ORIGINAL REGISTERED OWNER.
ALSO IN STOCK-"PREMIER" 10 SPEED GUM TIRES, FENDERS, SOFT SEAT-$94.87

GIRLS SAVOY
20" WHEELS
Padded Seats

Some of the pedestrians are
bound and determined to stay in
the path of cruising bicycles.
And then they get irritated if
they happen to end up on their
face rolling down the walkway.
Then there are workmen,
trucks and tractors that bikers
have to watch out for or they
will be creamed on the walkway .
But the blame must not lie
only - with pedestrians or
workmen but also with the
bikers themselves. If a biker isn't
aware who is coming up the
opposite way or if someone is
sneaking up behind him he might
end up on his ear.
Not only do bikes have to be
careful on campus dodging in
and out of people, trees, dogs
and other bicycles, but off
campus as well. When a cyclist
ventures out tu the streets, such
as Eighth Ave., he begins a risky
business of avoiding cars.
Who knows what those smelly
auto mobiles will do to
defenseless bicycles. Bicycles
may be small, but they are clean.
No stinky odor of gas or oil nor
the smell of burning rubber from
the tires of a hot rodder.
Not only are bikes clean but
they're very quiet, whereas cars
put out quite a large amount of
noise.
Bikes have their advantages
and disadvantages. . If a rider
plans a long trip, it probably
would be better to take a
car-unless he's doing it for
exercise.
Another disadvantage for a
biker is when he has to do
grocery shopping. In this case a
car would be more convenient.
If someone wants to steal a
bicycle it's certainly easier than
stealing a car. All a thief must do
is either break a chain or pick
the bike up and carry it away.
Bikes are used for many
different reasons: they're
economical, they save on air and
noise pollution and they are a
lot of fun. Figure your own
reason for en·o in_g a bike.
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'Canyon Road closes
for bicycle riders
Bicycle enthusiasts will have
. an entire road to themselves for a
day. Gov. Dan Evans is expected
to authorize an exclusive bike
ride on the Canyon Road
between Yakima and Ellensburg.
Tom Gray, district engineer,
submitted a recommendation to
Olympia for the ride. He said
that Gov. Evans is expected to
make the formal statement.
A previous bike ride drew a
multitude of cyclists last
.November, when the highway
department allowed an exclusive
bike ride on the new I-82
highway, before its official
opening,
Gray, in an earlier interview,
listed the points in his
recommendation.. They include
closing the Canyon Road May

28, the middle of Memorial Day
weekend, to automobiles except
emergency vehicles.
The road will be barricaded
from 5 or 6 a.m. until 6 p.m. for
the all-day bicycle ride. Parking
will be provided at both ends of
the nearly 27 -mile stretch.
Motorists· will be notified of
the barricades during the day
.when they go up and the
bicyclists will be warned when
they come down~
Cyclists are expected from the
Seattle and Tri-City areas, Gray
said, as well as local Yakima and
Ellensburg enthusiasts.
He added that an inquiry has
been made about a possible bike
race and that it might be worked
in on the same day.

ISpring brings .fashion I
This Central co-ed majors in the school of hard lumps on the mall.

0VtJners 'Warned

Bicycle thefts discussed
by Scott Dorr

staff writer
What happens if you're
trucking on down the street and
someone whizzes by on a bicycle
that looks like the one you used
to own?
According to Don Redlinger,
director of Campus Security, if
your bike was not registered
with the Traffic Office, it would
be difficult to claim the bike
you know is yours.
Without proof of registration
or any identifying marks the
problem comes down to one
person's word against another's.
Without this proof the bike must ·
be considered the property of
the person who has possession of
it at that time, said Redlinger.
Central 's Traffic Security
initiated a bike registration
program to more easily identify
bikes and to act as a deterant to
thieves. However the number of
bike thefts continues to rise.
The Security office works in
conjunction with the Ellensburg
Police Department. If any
registered bike is reported stolen
on campus the Security office
immediately notifies downtown
authorities.
Redlinger said most bikes are
being stolen from dorms during
the night, but some thefts have
also occured during the class
hours when not much foot
traffic ·would notice someone
tampering with a bicycle.
He added that a practiced bike
thief can easily clip a bike lock
while seemingly only unlocking
his own bike.
"A chain of hard steel and the

Denman lectures
''Small Town Living, An
Alternative to Urbanism" will be
discussed in a complimentary
public lecture by Clay Denman
Thursday evening at the
University of Washington.
Dr. Denman is an assistant
professor of anthropology at
Central and co-director of the
Small Town Institute which was
founded to "do something about
the decline of small town and

best_ padlock you can afford
seem to be the best protection,"
said Redlinger, "but then
someone only buys a larger pair
of tin snips."
·
Redlinger warned students to
beware of a "good deal" on a
used bike. Many times the
innocent student purchases a
stolen bike and has the
possibility of it being
confiscated and losing the
money he paid for it.

The Traffic office is now
working on a map of the
. campus, trying to pinpoint the
area of most thefts and possibly
increasing Security patrols in
that area.
Redlinger said that bicycle
thefts are a big problem with no
simple solution, but he believes
if more students would register
their bicycles and lock them to a
fixed object, the rate might
decrease.

INTERNATIONAL JOBS -Europe, South America, Asia,
Australia, U.S.A. Openings in all fields - Social Sciences,
Business, Sciences, Egnineering, Education, etc. Alaska
construction and pipeline work. Earnings to $500 weekly.
Sµmmer or permanent. Paid expenses, bonuses, travel.
Complete current information - only $3.00. Money back
guarantee. Apply early for ,best opportunities - write
now!!! International Employment, Box 721-C563, Peabody,
Massachusetts 01960 (Not an employment agency)

Spring weather brings out the bicycles, and
with them, arms, legs and other bare ' things to
be shown off.
The trend in "cycle" fashion this spring is a
"do it yourself" potpourri of fashion looks.
Stripped or plaid· slacks with knit tops are
appropriate for cooler days; coulette skirts and
body shirts for warmer days.
Sandals, sneake~ and Hush Puppies are the
look in footwear, with knee socks reigning in
legwear.
Accessories for cycle wear include oversized
shoulder bags, leather or knit gloves and the
newest look in fashion, the "pursepack," or a
feminine-looking backpack.
What's the fashion forecast for Ellensburg?
You guessed it girls ... jeans!

IN THE

Shoe Sole

SEARS HAS 10 SPEEDS
~

sg4aa
And DOWN
Shipping And Assembly Included

1 ) ~usseted 22 Inch alloy frame
2) Center pull brakes
3) Dual Brake levers
4) Quick release 27 inch front wheel
5) Rat trap peda•s with toe cllps
These bicycles must be ordered
Average shipping time is 3 days:

ISears I
SEARS

RO~BUCK

AND CO.

CHARGE. IT!

925-3101
107

E~

4th
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A new version of
Lysistrate presented
Thursday, April 20, a "new"
creation will be presented in all
its glory for the world to see.
"Lysistrata" will be presented
by the drama department in
McConnell Auditorium.
Written in 411 B.C. by
Aristophanes, "Lysistrata" has
been performed for more than
2000 years and has always kept
in step with the times.
Throughout 20 centuries,
many different versions have
been presented, but this
production will be unique.
As far as is known, this is the
first time "Lysistrata" has ever
been put to music. All of the
music presented will be original
and was either composed or
arranged by Larry Vote, a senior
music major.
"This play adapted to music
excellently even though it was
never intended to be a musical,"
explained Vote.
· ,.
Vote is also the musical

I

Bike alarms available
··~
····.~

director for the production,
which is being directed by Dr.
Richard Spoore, professor of
drama.
"The theme of 'Lysistrata' is
very up to date and deals with
the issues of war, women's lib,
and, of course, love," Vote said.
The problem seems to arise
when the women realize that
there is a gigantic slump in their
sex life. The men, always
occupied with war, are too busy
to be home with their wives.
Therefore, peace becomes the
women's means· of getting their
husbands and lovers back.
vote expressed his confidence
in the production and stated
that working on it was a great
introduction to musical drama,
which may be his career. Said
Vote, "The only word I can
think of to describe this play is
risque - - ih good taste, of
course."

-~

Bike Gard is a solid state
electronic, t~mper-proof device
that effectively warns bicycle
owners of attempts to steal their
machines.
· ~This light-weight · unit is
designed to fit all bicycles. It is
installed by mounting the unit
on the seat post and can be
transported from one cycle to
another. A quarter... turn of a key
activates the unit.
When the bicycle is moved even slightly - a pulsating horn
sounds, warning the owner that
someone is tampering with his
bike. The horn is loud enough to
be heard a block away.
If the movement is accidental,
Bike Gard has an automatic reset
device which allows the horn to
sound for about 30 seconds
before shutting itself off to
await the next movement of the
bicycle.
The unit (suggested
manufacturer's price-$19.95),
made of high-impact-resistant
plastic, is dust-proof and
rust-proof.
Bike Gard comes complete
with two keys, battery and all
mounting hardware.
For more- information write
to: Bike Gard, Security Products
Division of Alcotronics, Church
Road & Roland Avenue, Mt.
Laurel, N.J. 08057.

Tolo is
gown-time
Girls! Here's your chance to
put away your winter hiking
boots and twirl those spring-time
gowns!
The spring tolo, Saturday, is
the place to take your man
dancing and show him there is
really a woman of charms
underneath those blue jeans and
sweatshirts. The dress for the
evening is semi-formal or formal
- your choice.
The large ballroom is being
transformed into a garden of
roses by the SPURS and the
women of Hitchcock. The
at mo sphere will reflect the
'' 0 l d-Fashioned Love Song"
theme with springtime pinks and
flower trellis.
From 9 to midnight Slatz will
provide music for the
decked~out
couples.
Refreshments will be served.
For those who want to make
it a night they'll never forget, a
photographer will be taking
pictures for $ 3.50. This will
include two 5X7 and four wallet
size pictures.
Parchment tickets tied with
ribbons are on sale through
Friday at the Information desk
in the SUB. Tickets are $ 3.00
per couple.

great
night for

Kentuc!'f . ·
Fried Chicken®

I

Be.rr s
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Wedding guests served pizza 'cake'

Marriage vows solemnized in tavern setting/
The bride and bridesmaids w~re Ioiigdresses with short puff sleeves in a sma~V
red, yellow and blue flowered print. They~·
each carried a nosegay. The bridesmaids
were Christy Wilhite, Chris Powell, and
Jeanne Ostler.

"I now pronounce you man and wife."
(smooch, smooch)
"The bar is open!"
The pronouncement was made by Tony
Wilson from the Universal Life Church;
the smooching was done by the newly
wed Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Conrad, and the
groom shouted the last part of the
ceremony to his friends and family.

The groom; his best man, Jeff Clough; ·
and the ushers, Michael Bailey and Tom
Jordan, all wore black slacks and long
sleeved red shirts with a white carnation
in the shirt pocket.

"The bar is open" was not really out of
place---since the wedding was held at the
Tav. This past Saturday .the bride (the
former Cathy Wilkins) and groom (better
known as "Condaddy") invited their
friends to help them · celebrate at the
pface they met.

The stage at the Tav was enhanced for
the wedding by two baskets of pink and
white flowers and two tall white candles.
Tables were pushed out of the way and
benches w~re set up for the guests.

About 75 people witnessed the
ceremony and then moved down the
block to Goofy's for a spodi-odi
reception. A six-tier pizza "cake" was
served to the guests.
·

"The bar is now open," exclaims the bartender as "Condaddy" and
Cathy Wilkins become man and wife. The ceremonies took place in
The Tav, with a reception following at Goofy's. Why get married in
The Tav? Because that is where they met!.
(photo by Bates)

Music for the ceremony was a recording
of "We've Only Just Begun."
Wedding vows were written by Steve
Hornibrook, manager of Goofy's. The
coupl~ exchanged gold wedding bands._

Institute to consider technology
The third Institute of
International Affairs will be held
Saturday, April 22, at Kane
Hall on the University of
Washington campus to examine
the appropriate role of
technology in a democratic
society.
Among the topics to be
discussed ·are social management
of technology, the role of
business in developing a
technology responsible to
human needs, overcoming the
mystique of ecnomic growth,
and the problem of translating
these requirements into political
reality.
Co-sponsors of "Technology
Shaped Around Man" are the
League of Women Voters of
Washington, American
Association of University
Women, Junior League of
Seattle, Seattle Pacific College,
Seattle University, the
University of Washington, the
United Nations Association and
the Washington Envirnmental
Council.
Keynote speaker is Dr. Garret
Hardin, professor of Human
Ecology at the University of
California at Santa Barbara and
author of the environmental
classic, The Tragedy of the
Commons.
Four additional speakers
representing several different
disciplines and points of view
will act as a panel moderated by
Pat Emerson, co-ordinator,
Seattle-King County Association
of Community Councils. They
will react to each others' ideas
and recommendations. There
will also be an opportunity for
· the audience to participate.

Reservations for the of Washington, P.O. Box66451,
conference, beginning at 9:30, Seattle, Wash. 98166.
may be obtained by sending $5
Student reservations are
to ~he League of Women Voters $2.50.

Presidents. to meet
here for seminar
Presidents of many of the
state's top businesses and higher
education institutions will meet
at Central in early May for
seminar dealing· with education
goals and management strategies.
The seminar, the second of its
kind to be held in the state, will
focus attention on long-range
education plans and business
involvement in education
programs.
Sponsored by the Association
of Washington Business (AWB)
and Central>- the meeting is
expected to attract
approximately 120 persons to
campus May 9-10.
Dr. James Brooks, CWSC
president, and Tom Anderson,
A WB chairman and president of
Concrete Technology

Corporation of Tacoma, will be
co-chairmen.
A
similar seminar was .
conducted last year in
Ell e n s b u r g a n d re commendations for further meetings
were adopted.
Top state legislative leaders
will take part in the seminar as
well as trustees and regents of
the state's community colleges
and four-year institutions.
Special committees of
education and business
presidents will prepare position
papers on various aspects .of the
education goals-management
strategies topics for distribution
to seminar participants before
the May meeting. During the
seminar, there will be work by
small discussion groups.

INSURED?
Be sure •••
See DON JONES
uaNSED·INSURANCE BROKER
310 N. PINE
ELLENSBURG, WASH.

The CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

the

ROAD RUNNER

room is now open and
we also invited you _to
try our recently opened
dining room for lunch
or dinner. The live
entertainment featured
is the Times Reunion,
a rock gro·up, playing
six nights a week.
Restaurant open 24
hours. -

BIG JOHN'S
(Home of the Big John Burger)

is pleased to announce the introdudion of: SLUSH
in four flavors. Red cream soda. Soft chocolate
Ice Cream-in cones, pints & quarts.

- 'ALSOchocolate covered frozen bananas.
Free Delivery 6 pm-midnight. $1.00 Minimum

908 East 10th Ave.

925-5900

Located at the
South Interchange

CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT
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In this historic first issue of the Crier, one of the nation's fastest
growing hobbies, bicycling, is being given top billing.
Bicycling, is a sport as well as an economical and enjoyable means
of transportation. Actually, some people regard bicycling as a sport,
while others consider it a means of transportation. Others, still use
two-wheelers for both.
I am a member of the "others still" category. I am the proud
owner of a ten-speed and use it to have some fun, see some sights
and get me past the sweet smell of the newly installed manure
section of the campus as rapidly as possible. (I sure ydu all know the
old saying. "That ain't Chanel No. 5, it's corral No. 40")
Anyway, I've been bicycling ever since my legs were long enough

to reach the pedals of my older brothers' 26-incher, and I've had a
lot of good times riding a bike. And I'm sure . that many of the
umteen-hundred other bike-owners on campus ·have had similar
enjoyment on their wheels.
So why not give the campus bikers something to shoot for, like an
organized MIA-WIA cross-country race, or maybe even some drag
races? It could lead to bigger things, besides making for some more
good clean competition for the local campus jocks.
For instance, in one of my frequent moods of fantasy, I foresaw
the following story on one of the Crier sports pages in oh, say, 1985.
The headline would read something like "WILDCATS WIN NAIA
NATIONAL BIKE CHAMPIONSHIP" and the story would read as
follows:

Netters snare three .
·by Bill Irving
staff writer
Tennis season got off to a fast
start for the 'Cats as they
chalked up three impressive
victories.
April 1, Olympic Community
College came to town and their
hosts inhospitably blanked them
8-0. On the windy and overcast
morning the 'Cats won all but
two matches in two straight sets.

Number one Ken Van Amburg
went to the third set as he beat
Tom Hill 7-6, 3-6, 7-6-the
first and third sets in nine-point
tie-breakers.
Mark Morrill, Central 's
number two netter, had little
trouble with John Adamski-6-2,
6-1 and number three Leon Matz
had an easy 6-2, 6-2 decision.
Number four singles Mike
Whitney had to go the third set
route with Ric Smith-6-3. 3-6.

Baseballers lose
three in Oregon
by Roger Underwood
sports editor

Central's defending Evergreen
Conference baseball champions
got off on the wrong foot over
the weekend by dropping their
three opening games of the year
to Oregon College of Education.
The Wolves, pre-season
favorites to dethrone Gary
Frederick's 'Cats, demolished
the 'Cats _and Dave Heaverlo
13-3 in a single nine-inning
KANSAS CITY-The Central brake in an effort to avoid contest Friday, then swept two
bicycle
team pedaled by striking a cat that meandered contests Saturday, 7-6 and 3-1.
competitors from all over the onto the roadway.
The first of the scheduled
"He really kissed the asphalt" seven-inning affairs went nine
nation last week to give Central
its first national biking title ever said Wildcat star Wally innings before OCE won it.
here, last week. An elated coach "Refiector Face" Bentframe,
Heaverlo, who threw a
Dean "Spokes" Frederick said who took over the lead and won no-hitter at Whitman Tuesday,
''It's simply fantastic. We did get the race that gave Central the was KO' d early in Friday's game.
some brakes, though" referring National crown.
The Wildcat ace was-battered for
Two other . 'Cats received 14k six runs in the first two innings,
to the fate that befell Northern
South Dakota Wesleyan 's star chainguards for their then yielded to Fred Conley in
cross country performer Clyde All-American performances. the fourth.
Egor Barkoff, a Russian foreign
Heaverlo, Conley and Jim
Fendergard.
exchange student won the
Fendergard was leading the wheelie competition, while Joe Thompson were ripped for 15
field by a considerable margin ''Inner" Tube nailed down the hits by the hosts, who were
ahead by 10 hits in the game·,
when he reamed on his front drag racing crown.
including a solo homer by Dave
This may be a bit of an exaggeration, but it could happen. Really. Hopkes. Bob Kelley, Mike
At any rate, organized bicycle competition is worth thinking · Gannon and Bob Utecht each
had two hits Friday.
· about. Just imagine the possibilities ...

OCE's Doug Sawyer was
responsible for much of the
Wolves' firepower by driving in
five runs on a triple, two singles
and a homer. Bill McCord also
made considerable noise for the
hosts by drilling a pair of
homers: one a two-run shot off
Heaverlo in the first inning; the
other a solo blast in the fifth.
If the 'Cats were dreaming of
winning both of Saturday's
.contests, the whole thing turned
into a nightmare, especially for
pitcher Don Ward.
Ward lost the opener in relief
in the ninth inning .by walking
pinch-hitter Kevin Moen,
following two previous walks
and a fielder's choice.
He started the second game,
and fired a four-hitter, but was
outpitched by .former Central
hurler Chuck Dillin. Dillin, who
pitched here last season and
transfered to OCE, scattered
nine hits in evening his record at
2-2.
The Wildcats averted a shutout
in the nightcap when Williams
doubled with one out in the
fourth and Jim Kalian singled
him home.

6-3 and Bill Irving, fifth singles,
decisioned Jim Freeberg easily,
6-1, 6-2. Rusty Dyer, number
six, was an easy 6-0, 6-3 victor.
In doubles action the 'Cats
lost only two games of the two
doubles played. Van AmburgMorrill nearly whitewashed
Johnson-Hill 6-0, 6-1 in the top
doubles spot and Matz-Dyer
gave up the same amount of
games with a 6-1, 6-0 decision.
Number three doubles was not
played as two of Olympie's
netters were ill.
April 6, Central tromped the
Loggers from the University of
Puget Sound 9-0 here without
the loss of a set. The afternoon
confrontation saw number one
Van Amburg walk over his
counterpart, Ted Picard, 6-1, 6-0
and number two Morrill do the
same against Bill Jacobs, 6-2
6-0.
'
The following day the
Wildcats hosted the Vikings
from Bellingham in their
Evergreen Conference opener, in
an expected close contest.
However, Central won in a
breeze, 8-1.
Van Amburg led the hosts
with a 6-1, 6-2 decision over
Arne Larsen and Morrill beat
Dale Patterson, 6-2, 6-1.
Tomorrow the 'Cats face even
stron·ger competition with
Seattle University netters on
their courts.

Golfers take

second
Central 's golfing Wildcats
finished second in the Whitman
Invitational Golf Tournament
played at Walla Walla Friday and
Saturday.
The 'Cats finished 23 shots
behind the champion Idaho
Vandals with a total of 794 for
the two-day competition.

Trackmen take second at Canadian meet
victory, heaving the discus threw the javelin 153'6" to take
Central's other first in the Larry Oberholtzer, fifth,
145'9112'' and grabbing first in fifth and close out Central's running events came in the 10:28.2.
the shot with a put of 55 '31h". scoring in the field events.
4x400 relay was Steve Berg,
Central also picked up points
One point was the margin of
Dave Walker, long jumper,
Pole Vaulter Ray Payne, who Vince Kongisberger, Bob Knies in the 800 meter race, with
defeat for Central's trackers won that event with a flying leap cleared 14'11112" earlier this and Dave Walker covered the Vince Kongisberger second in
Saturday as they came within of 22'7". Tim Guglimo placed season, failed to qualify in his· distance in 3:21.1.
1:56.4 and Bob Bullis third in
one of the University of Idaho. second with a leap of 22'5". event.
2:00.6.
Idaho pulled off the victory Guglimo also placed second in
f)fike Behrbaum won two firsts
In other races, Terry Rice
Bob Johnson grabbed a fourth
with 84 points, followed by the triple jump going 45'7", to lead the runners. His time of pulled a third in the 1500 in the 5000meters and Steve
Central with 83, Puget Sound followed by Craig Jones, fourth, 11.0 in the 100 meters was an meters, with a time of 4:03.3 Berg tied for second in the 110
77, and the host of the meet, 44'31h", and Jeff Unterwagner, excellent time concerning the and Bob Knies also had a third . high hurdles. John Mobray and
Simon Fraser 30.
fifth, 43'31h".
weather. Behrbaum's other win in the 400 meters: 49.8 seconds. Tom Clark tied for fifth in the
In the field events, amidst the
Al Wells got a third in the same event, 16.6.
Freshman Paul Wright placed came in the 400 intermediate
cold and hailing weather, Bill third in the high jump with a hurdles with a time of 55.2 as he 3000 steeplechase with a
Central is home this weekend
Harsl) pulled off a double leap of 5'10" and Mike Clover tied for first.
clocking of 9:58.1, followed by for their opener. Details will be
. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. Steve Curd, fourth, 10:20.4, and in Friday's Crier.

by Chriss Boushey
sports writer

HAPPY HOURS:
Mon.-Fri.-8:30-9:30
Sat.-2-5
Tuesday, 11 th-TO-NITE
BUY A Pizza-Any Pizza

Y2

OFF

UGLY BEAR

KEGS AND PONY KEGS TO GO

962-9934

A llttle Import truck tough enough to be
called Chevrolet. That's LUY. $
PRICE START AT . ...

2296

BUTTERFIELD CHEVROLE
1008 S. Canyon Rel.

925-1459 ·
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OVE'R

$297
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Kabuki Aprons

s3ee

Reg. $5.95

CLAIROL®

Nice,nEasJt®

._ ,.) s129
"(tiJrow:lUn-Polluter
.The
THE NATURAL-LOOKING

HAIR COLOR

·

YOU JUST SHAMPOO IN

HAm·c:oroR ~
:-::~~~ ~::;;--

9am-7pn .
Saturday 9-6

MENNEN

REG 2.25

. One size

PANTY
HOSE

fits all

oETERGENTo .

4 oz.

SKIN
. BRACER

Reg. $1 25

· &;JT·

MISS

~~LWi9Y

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~The Natural-Loo~ng

New From Whitehall

Feminine Deodorant Spray

Reg. $1.59

6

OL.

Scotch

HAIR SET
TAPE
Reg. 69c

COMPLETE
KIT

Haircolorlng

CHARLES ANTELL sHAMPoo
&CREAMRINSE Reg. 99cNOW

7 o.l. Reg. $1 49

SCOTCH TAPE

reg 27c (

11z

29

1
4
NOW 93

x 800)

13•

ti
~

--=....

$l.9
Reg •

75

~

ELEASE
R .

49$

GILLEnE DRY LOOK FOR MEN
s
11 oz.. Reg. $1.89 NOW

--,

The Super Shampoo

·

Squibb ·

· _V igram M
Reg. $2.98·

180'1

s199

MYCITRACIN
Ointment

14-

Now -

7 oz. Reg. 99c

NOXEil
10

OL.

Reg $1.59

'I'

.

